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A playful peek into the homes of dinosaur babies and their parents at bedtime. 'How does a

dinosaur say good night when Papa comes in to turn off the light? Does a dinosaur slam his tail and

pout? Does he throw his teddy bear all about?' Most certainly not! Dinosaurs give their mums and

dads big hugs and kisses, tuck their tails in and whisper, 'Good night!' Brimming with humour and

familiar good-night antics, here is a playful peek into the homes of dinosaur children and their

parents at bedtime. Mark Teague uses a variety of perspectives in his dramatic, full-page pictures of

tyrannosaurus rexes, triceratopses, and pteranodons --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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How Do Dinosaurs Say Goodnight? entertains while also teaching good bedtime behavior. Combine

children's fascination with dinosaurs and Mark Teague's irresisible, humorous illustrations and you

have a sure hit with both child and parent.The text is rhyming and fun to read aloud. The question is

asked repeatedly, "do dinosaurs do this (bad behavior)" and then the answer is in the last few

pages, "no, they don't do this (bad behavior), they do this (good behavior)." The illustrations serve to

emphasize the behaviors partly due to the huge size of the dinosaurs. Each picture contains the

name of the dinosaur also.Along with a variety of dinosaurs, this book also features a variety of



moms and dads which helps to give it a multicultural flavor.For those children who enjoy the book

for its dinosaur content, I also highly recommend "Ten Little Dinosaurs" by Pattie Schnetzler and

"Sammy and the Dinosaurs" by Ian Whybrow.

This wonderful picture book, including ten tired dinosaurs from prize-winning writer Jane Yolen and

best-selling illustrator Mark Teague celebrates the funny, endearing book that most children will love

for many years. I thought this book was great! My 3 year old cousin comes over every so often to

spend the night, but has trouble sleeping someplace else other than his home. When I saw this

book there was no contemplating buying it, since Justin (my cousin) adores dinosaurs. The pictures

are fantastic and the story line is excellent. This book works great when were trying to put him to

sleep. The dinosaurs are a good influence in showing children that dinosaurs also give their loved

ones hugs and kisses before going to bed, and may even cry a little or throw themselves on the

bed. I think a lot of children can relate to this book, and find it enjoyable, and like my cousin, can not

wait until we get to read the book. This humorous bedtime story I'm sure will be a hit for anyone who

has younger children.

Jane Yolen has written a lovely bedtime story about the way little dinosaurs go to bed and say good

night. Do they slam their tales and pout? Do they throw their teddy bears all about? No... they give

kisses and hugs and whisper good night. This is a wonderful bedtime book, told in rhyme that will

amuse and delight your pre-schoolers as they enjoy the familiar antics of going to bed. With large

expressive illustrations and an easy rhyming pattern, children will be able to "help" you read this

story in no time. This is the perfect book to share before tucking in and turning out the lights and a

great addition to home libraries.

This is a wonderful book. Every page has the name of the dinosaur somewhere within the bedroom.

And they are also all pictured with the name below on the first and last pages of the book. It starts

off with "How do dinosaurs say goodnight when (and it is papa the first half of the book and then

mama) comes in to turn off the light?" The dinosaurs are in bed and are basically large children and

how they either will or won't want to go to bed, i.e "fall on his covers and cry?" or "stomp hisfeet on

the floor and shout I want to hear one book more." All actions that any person who has read a child

a bedtime story can relate too. Every child that I know has this book and loves it. You can enjoy

reading it for it is basically simple reading that a child learning to read can memorize and tell you the

story. Or sometimes they will just make up new actions to go along with the beautifully illustrated



pictures. And the whole time they can learn all the dinosaurs. I think that this is a must for every in

house library. Any kid will love it!

This book is now a favorite of my two and half year old daughter. She asks me to read it to her at

least once a day. The premise of the story is to show the proper way to say goodnight. The first half

of the book shows dinosaurs acting up at bedtime (hmm kind of reminds me of my daughter) and

the second part shows dinosaurs saying goodnight nicely. The pictures of the dinosaurs really crack

her up. She loves the opening picture of the dinosaur in the tub and the one of the dinosaur holding

a toy train. The pictures are so charming that I am sure they will have adults smiling too. The text is

simple enough for a small child to memorize and the names of the dinosaurs are included on the

page with their picture to provide even more learning oppurtunities. This book has made my

daughter so crazy for dinosaurs that I intend to take her to a dinosaur exhibit at our local science

museum. The best part of this book is that it has actually made my daughter go to bed with less

resistance. When she starts to act up I just quote a line or two from the book and she settles right

down. Last night she told me "goodnight mama dinosaur." We love this book.

In a family with four children, bedtime is a challenge. However, this book has helped to remind four

dinosaur lovers how their beloved friends behave when it is time to rest.Not only is this book

beautifully illustrated, it provides text our children have memorized....including the names of all the

dinosaur friends!Parents and kids alike will enjoy reading this story over and over because each

reading brings a new discovery.
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